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Summary:

The functionally graded material (FGM) of Tungsten with its high thermal and
mechanical resistance and Copper with its very high thermal and electrical
conductivity and ductility expands the application fields of this material in the
direction of extreme demands such as plasma facing components in fusion
reactors. The PM-production of W-Cu-gradients recommends itself because
of the possibility to form the gradient by the mixing of powder components,
but is also demanding because of the differences in their sintering behaviour
and thermal expansions. W-Cu-gradient samples of different concentration
profiles have been formed in layers by powder stacking in a die and
continuously by Centrifugal Powder Forming.
The consolidation routes were determined by the concentration areas of the
gradients and encompass liquid phase sintering, pressure assisted solid
phase sintering and the application of coated Tungsten powder and sintering
additives. The microstructure and the concentration profiles of the samples
have been investigated metallographically and by EDX. The influence of
processing and the gradient profile of the properties have been characterised
by TRS and the investigation of residual thermal stresses by neutron
diffraction.
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1. Introduction:

Composites of Tungsten and Copper are traditionally of interest because of
their application in electrical (contact material) and process engineering
(spark erosion electrodes, contact tips in gas metal arc welding guns) and
many investigations are oriented on in the improvement of processing routes
and properties.
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Newer developments see W-Cu also as a promising material for thermal
management applications such as microelectronics packaging (1).
Gradient materials are characterised by the progression of their properties
(concentration, microstructure) with the coordinate. By powder metallurgy
processing the fabrication of a powder mixture gradient is very suitable to
produce such gradient materials. On the other hand the gradient combination
of powders differing in chemical composition, size and shape of the particles
is very exacting for the sintering technology, particularly in the case of W-Cu
gradients [Fig.1]. Thereby the influence of the local change in "micro"-
properties (and their dependence of the microstructure) on the "macro"
properties of the whole gradient material have to be considered [Fig.2].
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Fig. 1: Properties of Tungsten and
Copper in comparison

Fig.2: Change of thermal elongation
in W-Cu composites (2)

Especially the combination of such materials with very different properties
offers the possibility to expand the application areas by exploiting the wide
differences of local properties. However because of the big differences in
melting points and thermal elongations it is difficult to reach low residual
porosity and to prevent shape distortions.

2. Fabrication Processes

In the last years different gradient processing routes by powder metallurgy
were developed [Fig. 3]. The step where the creation of the gradient takes
place and if and how much binder or transporting liquids for the powder are
used depends on the processing route and the chosen material combination
and concentration range of the gradient.
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Fig. 3: Powder metallurgical fabrication of gradient materials

It is remarkable that conventional sintering of gradient materials hardly results
in satisfying densities. More successful are sintering variants with pressure or
reaction support or the presence of a liquid phase. Sintering with
temperature gradients could be also practicable because of the gradient in
the sintering temperature, but this requires the development of new sintering
equipment.

2.1. Materials selection

Based on different conventional powders, coated powders and using metallic
salts, shown in Tab. 1, the fabrication of gradients was carried out. The
Tungsten powder had been pre-milled before to eliminate the agglomeration.
Layered and homogenously compact blends were pre-mixed in a turbula
mixer. Coating with Ni and Cu has been done by an electroless method (3).
The metal salts were dissolved together with the binder in water to introduce
them in the CPF process.
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MATERIAL

W/Tridelta - original
W/Tridelta - milled

Cu/ EckartS24
Cu/ Ecka S23

Cu/EckaCHUFlO
Cu /Ecka AKUF20

MEAN PARTICLE SIZE
(nm)

28
6

93
75
5

10,5

APPARENT
DENSITY

(g/cm2)
6,1
6,3

4,0
4,2

PARTICLE
SHAPE

polyedric
polyedric
dentritic
dentritic
dentritic
spherical

Tab. 1: Powder characteristics

2.2. Forming operations

In the case of W-Cu gradient fabrication several methods of powder forming
are possible. The choice of the forming process determines the kind of the
gradient function.
Layer pressing of powder blends by stepwise change of the concentration as

the most common method results in a discontinuous gradient, depending on
the number of layers. For the fabrication of W-Cu-FGM's Takahashi et al (4)
applied layer pressing. During our investigations cylindrical parts consisting of
3, 8, 10 and 15 layers and rectangular shaped parts with 7 layers were
compacted by uniaxial pressing (100 MPa) with symmetrical and
asymmetrical combinations of layer sequences (5) [Fig.4].

PRESSURE DIRECTION

p r e s s u r e

_8 layers 15 layers

Fig. 4: Shape and layer combination of compacts

The Centrifugal Powder Forming as second forming process (6,7) offers the
possibility to fabricate continuous gradients. In this method, using a computer
program, the proportions of the composition for up to 4 powder components
were calculated and the moves of stepping drives, supplying the powder,
were controlled. The powder amounts were supplied continuously with
vibration support to a horizontally rotating form cup, open on the top.
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A distributor spread them to the wall of the cup, were they were kept in
position by the centrifugal force and then fixed with a binder, also
continuously supplied in the process [Fig. 5 and 6]. The computer program
includes options for wall size, numbers and thickness of layers, amounth of
binder.

BINDER SOLUTION
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Fig. 5: Function principle of CPF Fig.6: CPF- body of W-Cu gradient

During our investigations of W-Cu CPF gradients, the wall size, the
concentration range and the gradient function
[Fig. 7] were varied [Tab. 2]. Because of the very different sintering behaviour
of Tungsten and Copper the forming of gradients in a partial concentration
area is more useful than the possible forming of a gradient over the whole
concentration area from 0-100 % Cu. Depending on the sintering conditions
the mixing gradient is nearly similar to the concentration gradient. If the
mixing gradient is to be used as the base to build up a Tungsten skeleton with
porosity gradient for infiltration the concentration profile is changed by
sintering.

Wall size
ofCPF-

form
[mm]

1
3
5

Concentration
areas of W/Cu

gradient
[vol.% Cu]

0-50
10-70
10-80
20-90
80-100
50-100

Exponent
of the

gradient
function

0,3
0,5
1
3

Gradient
direction

W=>Cu

Cu=>W

DIMFNTIDN DIMENTION

Tab. 2: Variation of CPF parameters Fig.7: Functions of W-Cu gradients
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2.3. Consolidation

In solid state sintering of W-Cu composites a strong dependence of the final
density on the composition, the particle size relation and the Cu-particle
shape (8) have been established. Compaction pressure, sintering time,
milling of the powders (9,10) do not have significant influence on pore
elimination by sintering [Fig. 8]. Pre-investigations of homogenous W-Cu
composites demonstrated that the sinter density approaches the theoretical
density only for Cu rich composites (> 70 M-% Cu). By increasing the W
content the density drastically drops away. The density of sintered parts
achieves only 70 % of the theoretical value. The same condition can be
established by solid phase sintering of a W-Cu gradient with 10-90 Vol.-% Cu
[Fig. 9].
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Fig. 8: Density of W-Cu compacts
after solid state sintering

Fig.9: W-Cu gradient sample with
10-90 Vol.-%Cu

Dilatometric investigations of pressed and CPF-formed W-Cu composites
gave information about the influence of the forming process on the sintering
behaviour [Fig. 10]. Whilst sintering pressed specimens results in a typical
swelling, after CPF this effect does not exist. In that case the shrinkage is
much higher and more influenced by the composition.
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Fig. 10: Shrinkage curves of compacts (a) and CPF samples (b)

Because of the low density of the green CPF parts (not much higher than the
tap density) the rearrangement of powder particles is possible. In a gradient
material this is manifested in an increase of porosity in the direction of higher
Tungsten contents (fig. 9). Sintering with pressure support by hot pressing
and HIP with an optimum pressure/temperature regime result in satisfactory
densities down 50 Vol.-% Cu. At a higher content of Tungsten the sintering of
Copper is not sufficient for the densification of the whole composite and the
sintering temperature below the Copper melting point is too low for the
sintering of Tungsten. To activate the sintering of Tungsten a small amount of
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injected via binder solution during CPF. The infiltration of a W skeleton with
Copper melt is a well known way for fabrication of W-Cu composites with
higher W-content to full density (12). This requires open porosity and
sufficiend stability of the W skeleton. Because of the unfavourable
relationship between open and closed porosity, below 10 % this value defines
the lower limit. The upper limit is determined by shape retention. In
homogenous composites of up to 80% of liquid phase the W skeleton is
stable. In the case of gradient materials a porosity gradient is the prerequisite
to use this method. Several routes to produce such a porosity gradient were
investigated. In (13) a local increasing of porosity by anodic oxidation (pore
opening) in a porous Tungsten part with 57% porosity is proposed. We
investigated two ways. In a two step way a CPF part of 0-20 Vol.-% Cu was
pre-sintered. The resultant porosity gradient of 30-80 % (the Copper is then
homogenously distributed with a content of about 5 Vol.-%) was than
infiltrated with Copper melt. Also possible is a one step process where a CPF
gradient of 0-50 Vol.-% Cu and additional Cu amount was liquid phase
sintered (LPS) and this leads to a gradient of about 20-70 Vol.-% Cu.

3. Properties of W-Cu gradients

3.1. Microstructure and Concentration profile

The concentration and also the porosity distribution are determined by the
fabrication parameters. In layered samples irregularities in the distribution can
be detected, especially on the W-rich side of the gradient [Fig. 11 and Fig.
12].

400 )im

Measuring point [urn]

Fig. 11: Microstructure Fig. 12: Phase distribution of a
of HIP-gradient HIP-sample

The distribution in CPF- parts is continuous and depends on the exponent of
the gradient function [Fig. 13].
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d

Fig. 13 : Microstructure of gradients with 50-100 % Cu, exp. 1(a), exp. 4 (b)
and with 50-0 % Cu, exp. 1(c), exp. 0,4 (d)

The consolidation parameters mainly influence the pore distribution [Fig. 14].
By solid state sintering the concentration distribution is nearly unchanged. By
liquid phase sintering the gradient shifts to Cu-richer contents.

Fig.14: Comparison of solid state (a) and liquid phase (b) sintered W-Cu
gradients (0-50 % Cu, exp. 0,4, with Ni additive)
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The sintering additives and the application of coated W-powder also influence
the pore structure. Clearly higher densities can be reached by the addition of
Co as activator [Fig. 15], by coating with Copper and by the combination of
both. However a density nearing the theoretical values can only be reached
by infiltration [Fig. 16].
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Fig. 15: Microstructure of sintered W-Cu gradients with 0-50 % Cu (pure (a)
and with additive (Ni: b; Co: c)
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Fig.16: Infiltrated W-Cu gradient with 20 -80% Cu
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3.2. Mechanical and thermal properties

To model the changes of local material properties in gradient materials (micro
properties) the experiences of composites can be used. Because of the non-
solutability of W and Cu the dependance of the properties on the
concentration should be linear but only for those properties which are
relatively undependant on the microstructure. For mechanical properties,
thermal conductivity and elongation, which have a strong dependence on the
microstructure a greater scattering of values has to be considered in
boundary curve models [Fig. 17].
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Fig.17: Concentration determined profile of micro properties

The macro properties of gradient materials are non-isotropic and have to be
tested taking into account the type and direction of the stresses.
Transverse rupture strength investigations were carried out by applying stress
in three different directions to the concentration gradient [Fig. 18].

W-Cu Cu-W W/Cu
Fig.18: Gradient sample position by TRS-tests
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Additionally the application of methods to improve the sintering activity of
Tungsten on the W-rich side of the gradient leads to higher densities and
therefore better mechanical properties [Fig. 19] (14). Sintering activated by
additives like Co stabilise the Tungsten skeleton and the use with Copper
coated Tungsten improves the distribution. The stabilisation of the W skeleton
is also advantageous before liquid phase sintering to avoid greater changes
in the gradient function during infiltration.

W/Cu
Cu/W

Cu-W Y ^

GRADIENT/ EXPONENT

a b

Fig.19: TRS of W/Cu gradients (sample position see Fig. 18), (a) 50-100%
Cu and (b) 0-50% Cu (Wb: Cu-coated W)

Residual thermal stress measurements were performed by neutron diffraction
(5) for one CPF gradient and for several layered samples. Comparing the
radial stresses for gradients with concentration steps of 10 and 5 M-% Cu it
can be observed that the stress distribution in Copper is relative
homogenous, because of the stress relaxation by plastic deformation. The
harder W-phase shows for a lower number of layers stress peaks which only
disappear if the distribution of components is more continuous [Fig.20a].
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Fig.20: Comparison of residual stresses of sintered gradient compacts with
different layer numbers (a) and of a sintered CPF gradient

The stresses decrease as the continuity of the gradient distribution improves.
The stress distributions of a continuous CPF gradient show no stress
singularities [Fig. 20b].

3.3. Application Possibilities

The combination of high thermal stability of the microstructure and good
mechanical properties on one side and comparable high thermal and
electrical conductivity on the other side in one material make W/Cu gradients
very suitable for thermal management and electrical applications. They can
be used as heat sinks, special contact materials, in microelectronic
packagings or as laser beam targets. Because of the residual stress
reduction by gradients this material can be used for thermal cycle processes
under extreme temperature conditions. The material properties offer the
possibility for the application in plasma facing components of the divertors in
fusion reactors.

5. Conclusions

The investigation of several fabrication methods results in proposals of
processing routes, which enable the development of W-Cu gradient materials
with satisfactory density. In the selecting of starting material, powder forming
and consolidation processes the influence of the very different materials
properties of Tungsten and Copper have to be considered for the selection of
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fabrication routes with regard to their suitability for the concentration range of
the gradient. Gradients with 100-80 Vol.-% Cu can be produced by pressure
supported solid phase sintering. In the area of 80-10 Vol.-% Cu the
production by infiltration of a W-skeleton with porosity gradient is possible.
Generally the application of Co as sintering additive and of coated Tungsten
powders improves the sintering behaviour and the mechanical properties of
W-Cu gradient materials. For the most critical concentration range of more
than 90 Vol.-% W the combination of sintering activation methods like
application of additives and coatings, smaller particle sizes and pressure
sintering seems to be the only practicable way for their fabrication. Partial
gradients can be combined to a part with the full range of concentration by
diffusion bonding (HIP).
The properties of gradient parts can be estimated from the profile of micro
properties only roughly and have to be tested in dependence of the type and
direction of stresses. The kind of application determines the necessary
concentration range of the gradient.
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